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first light—
the sonogram worm
squirms
I’m speeding, praying
I’ll arrive just in time
to tell her I’ve never believed
in the bitter end
Abyssinian cities of the dead,  
I can sense you at night,  
the moon tilting just slightly,  
a round prison hat.
One soft touch

lift the veil gently
ripe azaleas pink
petals’ infinite edges,
shorelines on death’s brink
The beech trees toss in waves
Of wind like a belief in God
Like drunken refusals of fear

POEM

ERIC RAWSON
She takes tiny bites like a bird picking seeds from a feeder; her heavy winter coat is filled with feathers.
Where’s he been, that bird?
Over what miles of ocean
has he flown on intuition
every spring landing right here?
She’d accept the odd lie or two
if he’d only cease saying
‘to be perfectly honest’
I’m sick.
The kind in which death is inevitable,
and all I want
is beer, to say I tried it.
I could weep at the sound you make
humming in the kitchen as
you slice the onions
Rapids pulsating roar, collision of eddies ~ empty blue canoe.
My torch burns black and blue
providing artificial heat.
Torn paper edges float to the ground.
If I had ever wanted honesty
I would have measured the
distance between our thumbs
and asked for it.
Folded like a stalk of bamboo yielding to the wind, you gather my chin in the chalice of your hands.
He peered—
wobbled—
shrieked.

Bingo!
traffic lite changes
slowly yellow to red
without any cars
a mer o kin
a mor o can
a mor o cuz
a mor o coin
Great-Granny rocks
with her snuff at sundown.

Beside her Great-Granddaddy
with his chew, perfectly still.
If it were simple
I could say it,
not attempt to crack the code
with words upon a page.
Overgrown locks, striped ivy drops.
Mom works on dirt hills
says like a preacher—
“Writers write to forget.”

NICOLE TAYLOR
Her neat narrow footsteps
turn a clown’s handiwork
The daffodil turns
Its trumpeted face, sunward
Herald of the spring
The skyscape that begot it is quibblingly a sunflower ending up in my eyes, dazzling.
Fall in Costa Rica…
Hundreds of raptors soar overhead.
Like soot, they drift across the slate gray sky.
Welcome home!
rising above Detroit in a snowstorm
de-iced plane thunders into clouds
indistinguishable white sea
flying toward the mystery
A YouTube video on how to hull seeds
the police disguised

as children and watching
from behind the trees
Digital zero
polygon chairs mirroring
arms that never touch
Celestial Duo

Pearlescent crescent embraces diamantine planet in wake of sunset: growth, paired with inspiration.

Lark Beltran
At night, the highway exhales invisible toxins. Wheels, headlights gun for some distant turf. We stand disembodied in the crossfire.
FUNERAL TRAIN

Racing through walls of rock
Cruelly cut passages
Souls trapped between two places
Their faces pressed against the glass.
fantasia
conducting the orchestra
in the elevator
Old antiques on dusty shelves;
Beautiful furniture hidden away in a corner;
The smell of must.
Memories tucked away forever.
i can feel
the thousand roads
that i will walk down
already beneath my feet
Lady’s Slippers

The smell of her feet
Slipping out of her shoes;
Naked steps across the forest floor:
Pause, inhale deeply.
The Aspen march down the hill
A platoon of skeletal soldiers
From a long forgotten war
The battle is met.
I open up the eyes of the fading past
trapped between the four walls of my rented room
Invisible embellishments hiding on a masterpiece. Monet’s fingerprints embedded in hundred year-old oils.
Craving laughter I
climb high and swing over
falling into bliss
When the sax floats out into the hot city nights, the girls in gold taffeta come down the stairs.
A syzygy. A union
set against the Applegate River.
I shouted on my arms in the humid night.
A peephole, a fish-eyes view
A distortion of perception
Curved at the rims.
pink slip—
his plaid robe
worn in the seat
Cheery-eyed with blossom lips,
Full of life and innocence,
Smiles and laughs one more time,
In unequivocal and utter bliss.
Years of green beards
Branches with a lawn
The Great Pine rises
Gives a mossy yawn
Here is the punched-in face of the foreclosed home:

One black shutter askew marks her upstairs bedroom window
The moon is virtuously fettered,
With the veil of the sun’s luminosity,
Shadows of hope glitteringly litter,
Sunlit darkness sways.
There’s a new morning star outside my window, or maybe an obscure planet with a dream. Both evoke some faith.
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